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Just as she thought the three animals would let her go, she heard her phone ring. Of course, it wasn’t 

her phone, because her phone had been smashed and thrown away by the animals. 

She lay on the cold ground, her eyes still covered, but her ears could hear. She heard a man in black 

answer the phone and he answered in a low voice, “yes, I got it. ” 

She couldn’t help but feel nervous. The person who called the man in black at this time was probably 

the boss of the man in black. who was the one who wanted to harm her? No, who wanted to harm Yan 

ru Because at this moment, her identity was Yan ru. 

When she thought about her identity as Yan ru, she could not help but shudder. Meng came to her 

senses. Everything that she had just endured should have been borne by Yan ru because these people 

did not know that she was not yan ru at all. 

When she thought of this, she used all her strength to support her body. Then, she forced herself to 

open her mouth and shout, “I’m not Yan ru… I’m Xi mu… ” 

Unfortunately, she had just shouted a few words when she quickly felt the pain of a sharp blade cutting 

her face. She could not help but shout out in pain, “ah… it hurts so much… ” 

Out of instinct, she reached out her hands to cover her face. Unfortunately, her hands were forcefully 

pulled away again, and the sharp blades fell on her face like hail. 

On the left side of her face, the right side of her face, her forehead, lips, and even her jaw, Xi muxue 

could only feel intense pain on her face. She could no longer remember how many times her face had 

been stabbed. The only thing she knew was — 

She had been disfigured, completely disfigured. Her face, which was so beautiful that it made people 

jealous, had completely disappeared under the cruel and merciless torture of the three men in black. 

Xi Muxue, who had already been tormented by the three men in black until she did not even have the 

strength to struggle, quickly fainted when she was disfigured by the men in black. 

Dongfang Mo brought his men and quickly drove to the outskirts. According to the location of his car, he 

quickly found the abandoned car, and the security guard in one inch ink city was still tied up, gagged, 

blindfolded, and thrown into the car. 

Fortunately, they arrived in time and smashed the car window, so the security guard did not suffocate to 

death. However, after the rescue, the security guard did not know where Yan ru had been taken to That 

was because those people left with Yan ru after throwing him and the car away. 

However, the security guard provided an important piece of information. The moment he was 

blindfolded, he saw that the car was a minivan, and the minivan was dark green in color. It was heading 

in the direction of Henglong road. 



Heading in the direction of Henglong Road Dongfang Mo immediately told the police who came with 

him about this news. He asked the police to quickly contact the traffic control department to check the 

dark green minivan that had been heading in the direction of Henglong road in the past two hours. 

Of course, there were more than a dozen dark green minivans that had been driving in the direction of 

Henglong road in the past two hours. However, they finally locked onto a minivan that was heading to 

the abandoned suburb. 

Ahao was a very experienced person. Moreover, the Binhai police station had also been mobilized. They 

immediately confirmed that the kidnappers must have brought Yan ru to this abandoned area. Then, 

they quickly came here and began a thorough search. 

Fortunately, this time was not long. Because the police had brought along a detector, they could detect 

any place that was popular. Therefore, in this abandoned area, they only used less than half an hour to 

find Yan Ru, who was actually Xi Muxue. 
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Mu Ru wandered around the streets of Binhai. She didn’t know what to do. Because she had switched 

identities with Xi muxue today, she was forced to separate from little feather. 

At this moment, little feather was brought back to one inch ink city, which was heavily guarded. 

Obviously, not just anyone could enter. 

Of course, if she were still yan ru, she could walk in openly. However, at this moment, she wasn’t Yan ru 

because Xi Muxue had replaced her identity, and she didn’t know where Xi Muxue was at the moment. 

Pu Zhihui comforted her softly, “don’t think too much. Let’s find a hotel to stay for a night outside. We’ll 

think of a solution tomorrow after we see the situation. Besides, little feather is very well protected in 

one inch ink city. Even though she’s leaving with you temporarily, at least she won’t be in any danger, 

right? ” 

Mu Ru could only nod when she heard Pu Zhihui. Although she missed little feather very much, she 

hoped that little feather would be as smart as usual and recognize Xi Muxue when she saw her. 

Mu Ru’s idea was right, and little feather was indeed very smart. When she saw Xi Muxue for the first 

time, she could quickly tell that this was not her mother. 

However, this time, no matter how smart little feather was, she could not tell because Xi muxue’s face 

had been completely destroyed. Her entire face looked extremely terrifying. 

In Binhai Sunshine Hospital, Dongfang Mo’s face was cold and dark. Little feather stayed beside him and 

cried softly because she had just seen her mother completely stunned. Then, she could not accept the 

fact that she was sad and sad. 

Dongfang Mo’s heart was so painful that he could not breathe. He would never forget the scene he saw 

when he walked into the room. Yan Ru was lying on the ground with her clothes disheveled, and her 

lower body was red and swollen. What was even more tragic was her face, which had been cut 

countless times It was a bloody mess. It was so horrible. 



He bent down and picked her up. He sent her to Sunshine Hospital as fast as he could. However, he did 

not expect that when little feather found out that he was looking for him to find Yan ru, she actually said 

that she wanted to see Mommy. Dongfang Yunxia could not resist little feather, so she could only bring 

her here. 

When little feather saw Yan ru’s bloody face, he was completely stunned. Then, he cried out loud and 

ran towards Yan ru, who was being pushed to the emergency room He kept shouting, “I want Mommy, I 

want mommy. Who Hurt my mommy? I WANT DADDY TO AVENGE MOMMY! ” 

At that time, little feather was completely on top of Yan Ru’s body. His hands were tightly holding onto 

the edge of the bed, refusing to leave. Everyone was helpless. Later, he went up to carry her away Then, 

he softly said to her, “Yu Yu, daddy is here. Daddy will definitely avenge Mommy! ” 

At this moment, he hugged the trembling little feather tightly and listened to her soft sobs. He did not 

know how to comfort her, because he could not accept such a fact himself, let alone the little feather 

who grew up with Yan ru That was her biological mommy! 

His phone vibrated. He took out his phone with one hand. It was a Hao calling. He told him that he had 

already caught three kidnappers. Tonight, he estimated that he could find out who was behind the 

scenes. 

“keep an eye on Fang Jinxin and his daughter, ” he ordered coldly. 

Although the three kidnappers had yet to reveal the identity of the person behind the scenes, he 

vaguely knew who it might be because some people were too jealous to tolerate others. 
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Although he had never thought of marrying Fang zining because he already knew who she was, he could 

also vaguely guess the reason why she wanted to go back to Binhai to look for him. 

However, the engagement step had to be taken because there were many things in the company that 

needed to be redone, especially Fang Jinxin’s 10 billion. At the moment, it could indeed play a 

supporting role for him At least it could help him grow stronger in a short period of time. 

Perhaps, it was because he had expressed Fang Jinxin’s desire for the 10 billion that Fang Jinxin was 

convinced that he could not leave the 10 billion now, so he could not wait to make a move His goal was 

to think that he would not pursue this matter because of the 10 billion. 

Unfortunately, she did not see him clearly in the end. She thought that she could use the 10 billion to 

blackmail him, and he, Dongfang Mo, had never been coerced. 

The three kidnappers, under the identification of the young driver of the Dongfang family, and after the 

police’s coercion and enticement, as well as clearly stating the severe relationship between leniency and 

severity, the three kidnappers finally revealed the mastermind behind the kidnapping of Yan Ru, Fang 

Zining. 

The mastermind was Fang Zining, which surprised even the police. Yesterday, Fang Zining was engaged 

to Dongfang Mo, but why did she do this to Yan ru? 



When the police reported the situation to Dongfang Mo, they would ask him what to do Did he do it 

privately with Fang Zining, or did he let the police do it according to the law? 

“Do it according to the law, according to your procedures? ” Dongfang Mo’s voice was clear and crisp, 

without any hesitation. 

Dongfang Yunxia frowned and could not help but remind him, “Ah Mo, Fang Jinxin’s 10 billion has not 

been transferred to the Dongfang Group. Originally, it was supposed to be transferred the day after you 

and Zining got engaged, but… ” 

“great-aunt, without the Fang family’s 10 billion, Dongfang Group won’t collapse anytime soon, ” 

Dongfang Mo comforted Dongfang Yunxia calmly. 

Although Dongfang Yunxia was his great-aunt, she was old and didn’t know much about the operations 

of Dongfang Group in recent years. And this time, it was because Dongfang Yunxia brought Fang Zining 

to Binhai.. That made him so passive, and that made Yan ru suffer such misfortune. 

He knew that his great-aunt Dongfang Yunxia had good intentions. After all, Dongfang Group was 

founded by Dongfang Yunxia with a huge investment. No one could bear to see their hard work go to 

waste. 

However, many times, good intentions might not be able to accomplish good things. Just like Dongfang 

Yunxia this time, in fact, Dongfang Mo hoped that she would be able to retire peacefully in Hawaii 

instead of returning to Binhai to care about the development of Dongfang Group. 

Fang zining was stopped by a police car on the way to Sunshine Hospital. Of course, Fang Zining 

obviously did not expect that she would be exposed so soon, so when the police handcuffed her wrist 

and took the test.. Her face was full of shock and shock, followed by hysterical anger. She said that the 

police had arrested the wrong person and that she wanted to sue them for arresting people randomly. 

Dongfang Mo received a call from Fang Zining at the police station in the corridor outside the hospital 

ward. Fang zining was crying in a low voice at the police station. She then said that she had been 

wronged and hoped that Dongfang Mo would quickly investigate the situation At the same time, she 

said that she did not want to stay at the police station. This was not a place for people to stay. 

Dongfang Mo listened quietly and then comforted her symbolically, telling her not to think too much. 

The police would not randomly arrest a good person. After the police investigated the situation, if she 

was really wronged.. They would definitely let her go. 
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A Hao listened to Dongfang Mo’s words and looked at him worriedly. He couldn’t help but whisper, 

“boss, Fang Jinxin is still in Binhai. If we really let Fang zining go to jail and you don’t bail her out, I’m 

worried that Fang Jinxin… ” 

“Don’t worry. Some things will come sooner or later. ” Dongfang Mo was very calm. He said 

indifferently, “at worst, he will join forces with them. I don’t believe that we can’t beat them. ” 



A Hao obviously knew who Dongfang Mo was referring to, but he had not found any traces of Fang 

Jinxin and them. Therefore, he could not determine what Fang Jinxin would do next. 

Ahao was worried that he did not know how to deal with Fang Jinxin, because according to the 

information he had found, Fang Jinxin was not as simple as outsiders thought. He was just a professor in 

the finance department. 

However, Dongfang Mo was not worried about how to deal with Fang Jinxin because he already had a 

plan in mind for that matter. 

What he was worried about was yan RU’s face. After Yan ru’s surgery was done in the wee hours of the 

morning, the dermatologist told him with regret, “there are large areas of nerve scratches on Ms. Yan 

ru’s face, and the scars are very deep. I reckon that it will be very difficult for her to have skin grafts… ” 

“Can’t you use plastic surgery to recover? ” He immediately cut off the doctor’s words. Actually, he only 

needed to listen to the results. He did not have the patience to listen to the process, and most 

importantly, he could not understand it 

“No, ” the expert answered with certainty Then, he added, “At least with my ability, I can’t do plastic 

surgery on her. However, I don’t know if foreign specialists can do it. However, one thing is certain. Even 

if they can do plastic surgery, they will definitely not be able to recover to their original appearance. At 

most, they will only be able to repair a small area. At most, plastic surgery won’t scare people. ” 

When Dongfang Mo heard these words, his thick eyebrows instinctively furrowed. He immediately 

wished that he could throw this specialist into the Pacific Ocean to feed the fish. It was just a scratch on 

his face. His own ability was limited, yet he still said such words that made people angry. 

Liu Hao was the family doctor of the Dongfang family. After receiving a call from Dongfang Mo, he also 

rushed over. When this specialist was speaking, he did not say a word. However, after the specialist left.. 

He then whispered to Dongfang Mo, “this is Binhai’s most famous dermatologist. What he said just now 

was extremely authoritative. The possibility of Miss Yan ru’s face recovering is indeed not high… ” 

Liu Hao’s words finally did not finish under Dongfang Mo’s cold and angry gaze. He could not help but 

sigh in his heart. Now that he cared so much, what did he do back then? 

Of course, he did not say the words in his heart. He just changed his tone and said, “since we’re going to 

send her overseas for plastic surgery, then it’s better to do it as soon as possible. While the wound 

hasn’t healed yet, we should seize the time to repair it. Let’s see if there’s a 90% chance of recovery. ” 

Dongfang Mo liked what Liu Hao said. He immediately got uncle Liu to contact a chartered plane and 

directly sent Yan ru to Korea because the country with the best plastic surgery technology in the world 

was Korea. 

When Xi Muxue woke up, it was already the next morning. After the surgery, her face was covered with 

gauze. Fortunately, her eyes were covered by black gauze at that time, so she was not injured. 

When she got up to go to the bathroom, she saw in the mirror that other than her two eyes, they were 

all white gauze. She immediately let out a scream that almost tore through the sky above the hospital. 

“Ah… ” 
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Mu Ru only found out about what happened to Xi Muxue the next afternoon, and she knew that the 

source was still in a small hotel room. 

Actually, she woke up early in the morning. Although she slept very late last night, her mind was still 

thinking about little feather, so she did not sleep well. When she woke up in the morning, she was 

thinking about how she could save little feather. 

Pu Zhihui said that a person needed to eat and sleep enough to be energetic. Yan Ru, you don’t eat or 

sleep. You don’t even have the energy or strength. How are you going to save little feather? 

Therefore, Pu Zhihui forced her to eat breakfast and forced her to eat two steamed buns and a glass of 

milk. However, she didn’t expect the milk to contain a light sleeping pill, so after breakfast, she actually 

fell asleep on the bed again. 

When she woke up again, it was already past four in the afternoon. When she opened her eyes, she saw 

Pu Zhihui surfing the Internet She couldn’t help but growl at her, “Pu Zhihui, what do you mean? You 

didn’t help me save little feather, and you drugged me to sleep? Did you betray me? ” 

Pu Zhihui heard her and said angrily, “why would I betray you? Did I betray Dongfang Mo? But the 

question is, are you and Dongfang Mo Mortal Enemies? Are the two of you enemies? ” 

Mu Ru was speechless. She and Dongfang Mo, cough cough cough, she and Dongfang Mo, what was 

their relationship? 

Enemies It did not seem like there was a deep hatred to that extent. Although the XI family’s downfall 

was indeed related to Dongfang Mo, Dongfang Mo was not the one who really framed the XI family He 

was just cold and didn’t lend a helping hand when the XI family fell. 

Were they friends Of course, they couldn’t be considered friends because regardless of whether she was 

Dongfang Mo’s wife or lover, Dongfang Mo had tormented her many times. 

“You two can be considered a family! ” Pu Zhihui said with certainty. 

Mu Ru widened her eyes and wanted to defend herself, but before she could say anything, Pu Zhihui 

scoffed, “because little feather is the child of the two of you, and Dongfang Mo now treats Yan ru very 

well and cares about her. ” 

This time, mu ru not only widened her eyes, but her eyeballs were about to fall out of their sockets. 

Dongfang Mo treats her very well and cares about her Pu Zhihui was lying through her teeth, right? 

Dongfang Mo, that bastard, other than torturing her, tormented her. She never knew when he treated 

her well and when he cared about her? 

If he really cared about her, he wouldn’t have chased her out of one inch ink city six years ago, just a few 

days after she was forced to have a miscarriage. If he really treated her well, he wouldn’t have plotted 



against Zheng Yifan when she and Zheng Yifan were about to get married Then, he would use Zheng 

Yifan to be her mistress for the rest of her life. If he… … 

“Yan ru was raped last night, and her face was completely disfigured. ” Pu Zhihui seemed to know what 

she was thinking. 

“What? ” Mu Ru was completely shocked. She walked to Pu Zhihui’s side in a few steps and looked at 

her from head to toe. In the end, she asked doubtfully, “are you sure you’re awake now? Were you 

talking in your sleep just now? ” 

“Go, you were talking in your sleep. ” Pu Zhihui pushed her away Then, she pointed at the computer 

screen and said, “did you see that? The latest news is that Miss Fang Zining, who was supposed to hold 

an engagement ceremony with Dongfang Mo last night, was stopped by the police early this morning for 

questioning. It is reported that Fang zining ordered someone to kidnap Yan ru last night and instructed 

someone to turn her over. Furthermore, she was extremely disfigured… “…”. “…” 
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Mu Ru stared at the computer screen with her Eyes Wide Open. The words on the screen blurred in an 

instant. What she saw was not the words, but a glistening piece of light. 

She had been gang-raped by three kidnappers And she was deeply disfigured How could Xi Muxue, who 

had always loved to flaunt her beauty, endure this? 

When she met Xi Muxue at the Qiluo gown styling room yesterday, she still had a confident look on her 

face. She changed into her gown and walked to the dressing room with her back straight. 

Mu Ru instinctively used her hand to touch her face. Her heart could not help but tremble. Xi Muxue and 

she were twin sisters. They had a face that looked exactly like hers. Now, that face of hers… … 

“Don’t be sad over there. ” Pu Zhihui noticed that she was staring at the screen without blinking. She 

had switched to the entertainment channel and Mu ru had yet to react. It was obvious that she was 

completely immersed in Xi Muxue’s disfigurement. 

“How can I not be sad? ” Mu Ru could not help but refute her. “Although Mu Xue is a vain person, she 

also likes to take advantage of others. She likes to snatch all the good things, and when she makes 

mistakes, she likes to push them onto me. ” 

Mu Ru paused for a moment when she said this, then she said with a little choked up voice, “although 

she has done a lot of overboard things to me in the past, in the end, she’s still my younger sister. ” 

“Fine, you’re just a good person. It’s just that you’ve forgotten the pain after you’ve recovered from 

your scar. ” Pu Zhihui did not want to talk to her anymore Hence, she said calmly, “what are you in a 

hurry for? Dongfang Mo spent a huge sum of money and booked a connecting flight to send Yan ru to 

Korea for plastic surgery. Do you think she cares about your sympathy? ” 

Rumble. Mu Ru felt as if there were three thunderclaps above her head, and she stood there like a pile 

of charcoal. 



Dongfang Mo spent a huge sum of money to charter a private jet to send Yan ru off. Bah, she was Yan 

ru, alright? The person who was disfigured was Xi Muxue. Dongfang Mo sent Xi Muxue to Korea for 

plastic surgery? 

Pu zhihui looked at Mu ru who was standing there like a clay sculpture. She turned off her computer and 

stood up She patted Mu ru on the shoulder and said, “alright, don’t worry about Yan ru now. It’s about 

Xi Muxue. You should think about how to save little feather tonight. Qi Xuan Jun called this morning to 

ask if he wants to come to Binhai to help. ” 

Mu Ru finally came back to her senses after being reminded by Pu Zhihui. It seemed like she was a little 

sentimental just now. She was too busy with little feather’s matters right now. Since Xi Muxue was 

saved by Dongfang Mo, she naturally had someone to take care of her. 

Thinking about it, she felt that she was worrying too much. Moreover, the plastic surgery technology in 

this society was so advanced. It might not take long. After a year or so, Xi Muxue should be restored to 

her original appearance or even better looking than before, right? 

Mu Ru said that it would be evening in one inch ink city. According to Pu Zhihui’s instructions, she could 

pretend to be Xi muxue and enter one inch ink city. Anyway, the servants in one inch ink city would not 

be able to tell who was who between her and Xi Muxue However, little feather would definitely be able 

to tell when she saw her. 

Therefore, when she wore Xi muxue’s clothes and carried Xi Muxue’s shoulder bag to the entrance of 

one inch ink city, the security really thought that she was Xi Muxue. Of course, Xi Muxue’s identity in 

one inch ink city was her real identity, Xi Muru. 

“Miss Xi, who are you looking for? ” The security did not let her in but asked very politely and formally. 

Mu Ru was slightly stunned, then she said calmly, “I’m looking for Yan ru, the Yan ru who looks exactly 

like me. ” 
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“I’m sorry, Miss Xi, but Ms. Yan ru is not in one inch ink city right now, ” the security guard replied 

politely and formally. He had no intention of letting mu ru walk into one inch ink city. 

Mu Ru was a little angry when she heard the security guard’s words. She could not help but raise her 

voice by two decibels. “I used to live here, okay? Even if Ms. Yan ru is not here, I can at least go in and 

get some of my old stuff, right? What do you mean by that? ” 

The security guard looked at each other when he heard her words. He was stunned for a moment before 

he walked to the pavilion and grabbed his phone. He was probably reporting the situation to his 

superiors or asking for instructions from Dongfang Mo.. 

Mu Ru paced back and forth in one inch ink city in a flustered mood. At that moment, she only wanted 

to hurry in and find little feather. She only wanted to bring little feather back to Korea. She only wanted 

to… … 



Before Mu ru could finish her thoughts, the security guard ran over and nodded at her with a smile. 

Then, he opened the door for her very politely. “Miss Xi, please come in. ” 

“thank you. ” Even though Mu Ru’s voice was soft, she still thanked her very politely. No matter what, 

this security guard was just a part-time worker. After all, it was not their decision to let her in. 

The security guard was a little surprised as he watched her back view. This was because the Xi Muru of 

the past was rarely so polite to the security guard. 

When Mu ru walked in, her first thought was to go to the plum garden because she and little feather 

lived in the Plum Garden. Besides, it was late at night, and little feather had already left school. She 

should have returned to the plum garden by now. 

However, just as she reached the main entrance of Mo Garden, she bumped into aunt Liu who was 

walking out of the hall. Aunt Liu was stunned when she saw her, then she reacted. She greeted her very 

politely, “Miss Xi, you’re back? ” 

Mu Ru still remembered that aunt Liu used to treat her very well, especially when she had just married 

Dongfang Mo. Aunt Liu had even cooked red date and Lotus seed porridge for her to eat, saying that the 

porridge was to calm her nerves and calm her down. 

Mu Ru nodded and looked at aunt Liu. She could not help but ask, “Aunt Liu, have you eaten? Um, are 

yan ru and little feather here? ” 

Mu Ru knew that Yan ru was not here, but she had to pretend that she did not know anything at the 

moment. Otherwise, people would suspect her. In fact, she did not know that her return to one inch mo 

city was already suspicious. 

“We haven’t eaten yet, ” aunt Liu answered truthfully Then, she looked around and said to her, “Miss Xi, 

you still don’t know, right? Something happened to that Yan ru. Her face was disfigured. The eldest 

young master has already sent her to Korea. Miss Yan ru’s daughter, feather, has also gone to Korea. ” 

“What? ” Yan Ru was shocked. She never dreamed that her daughter, Xiao Yu, would go to Korea with Xi 

Muxue. 

Could it be that Xiao Yu didn’t know that the person wasn’t her That’s not right. Xiao Yu should be able 

to distinguish between her and Xi Muxue, right? 

That’s right. The current Xi Muxue was disfigured, and after that, Xiao Yu probably wouldn’t be able to 

recognize her. She heard that it was Yan ru who was disfigured, so she probably thought it was her. 

Since Xiao Yu had already gone back to Korea, then she would take this opportunity to go back to Korea. 

This was also good. She would find Xiao Yu in a Korean hospital and bring her home directly Moreover, it 

was much more convenient than finding a way to bring her out of one-inch ink city in Binhai. 

With this thought, she immediately felt much more relaxed. Then, she pretended to go up to the third 

floor of the ink garden and randomly found something that Xi Muxue had used before to take. Just like 

that, she swaggered out of one-inch ink city. 
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Little feather had returned to Korea, so mu ru naturally couldn’t stay at Binhai. She immediately wanted 

to return to Korea. 

However, the document in her hand was Xi Muru’s, and Xi Muru had applied for a visa a few years ago, 

but that was to go to the United States, and that visa had long expired. 

She couldn’t go to Korea through official channels, so of course, she could only rely on Pu Zhihui to go 

through unconventional channels. Pu Zhihui, on the other hand, was fine She only reminded her lightly, 

“you have to think carefully. Right now, Yan ru’s identity is still in Dongfang Mo’s hands, and Korea has 

yet to make up for it. As for Xi Muru’s identity, she doesn’t have a legal visa, so going to Korea like this is 

considered illegal entry. Once the police find out, she will be deported. ” 

Pu Zhihui paused for a moment Then, she continued, “of course, you may not have to consider all of 

these because the chances of being discovered by the police when you go to Korea are not very high. 

What you have to consider now is what if you go all the way to Korea and Dongfang Mo takes little 

feather back to Binhai Wouldn’t you be wasting your efforts?” 

Mu Ru was stunned when she heard Pu Zhihui’s words. It seemed to be the case, because the news she 

received was that Dongfang Mo brought little feather along to send Yan Ru, which was Xi Muxue, to 

Korea for plastic surgery However, it was unknown if little feather would stay in Korea to accompany 

her. 

Hence, she thought about it and ultimately decided to stay in Binhai for a few more days. She would 

make a decision after Dongfang Mo returned. If Dongfang Mo did not bring little feather back, then it 

would not be too late for her to return to Korea. After all, Dongfang Mo was a busy man He definitely 

would not stay in Korea for long. 

Mu Ru thought that the days waiting for Dongfang Mo to return to Binhai should be spent peacefully. 

After all, she had nothing else to do. She only needed to stay in the small hotel every day. 

However, it was not like that. She only stayed in the small hotel for two nights. The next morning, an 

unfamiliar ringtone came from her bag, scaring her out of her wits. 

This was because this was not her ringtone. Her ringtone was designed to be a Korean song, and this 

ringtone was designed to be a Chinese pop song. It just so happened that it was her least favorite saliva 

song. 

She was stunned for a long time before she took out her Satchel. When she took out the phone, she 

realized that it was not her phone at all. It was very likely Xi Muxue’s. She had changed her bag back 

then, probably because she was in a flurry She had forgotten to take out her phone. 

Mu Ru looked at the unfamiliar number on her phone and pondered for a long time before she pressed 

the answer button. She thought to herself that her current identity was Xi Muxue, so she should pretend 

to answer it. Hopefully, she did not ask Xi Muxue for a debt again. 

She picked up the phone and placed it beside her ear. Before she could say “hello” , a familiar man’s 

voice sounded, “Mu Xue, what’s going on? You haven’t come to visit me in the past few days? Are you 

trying to starve me to death? ” 



Mu Ru stood there in a daze. She held the phone in her hand like a clay sculpture. She never dreamed 

that she would hear this voice because in her memory, this person had already died six years ago. 

Actually, she only needed to hear the voice of the man on the phone to know that it was Xi Yuancheng. 

Even though mother Wang had told her that Xi Muxue had asked her for the check for 500,000 yuan, 

and even though she had suspected that Xi Yuancheng was not dead at the time, but.. That was just 

suspicion. It was different from actually hearing Xi Yuancheng’s voice. 
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Mu Ru did not plan to visit Xi Yuancheng because in her heart, this father was like a stranger. He had 

despised her since she was young and had her mother drown her in the river. 

Later on, she found out that she did not die but lived in the maid’s room. She did not have a shred of 

conscience until she was 18 years old when she took the city scholar’s exam. Then, she acknowledged 

her as her daughter and let her live with Xi Muxue in the Xi family villa. 

However, her days as the Xi family’s eldest daughter were too short. It was less than three months. 

When the XI family needed to rely on the Dongfang family, she was asked to replace Xi Muxue and 

marry Dongfang Mo.. 

In short, this was not the behavior of a normal father. Therefore, in her heart, she had never used the 

concept of a father. The only thing she remembered was mother Wang, the person who raised her 

personally. 

However, in the end, she still went to see Xi Yuancheng because the Xi family’s long-distance man 

thought she was Xi Muxue. Furthermore, Xi Yuancheng had repeatedly said on the phone that he did not 

have any medicine and asked her about the medicine that she had bought for him Of course, Mu Ru did 

not know what medicine Xi Yuancheng needed, so she came to see Xi Yuancheng empty-handed. 

However, she never dreamed that Xi Yuancheng would actually live in the basement. 

This place did not see the sun all year round. In her memory, Xi Yuancheng, who was well-built, was now 

a sick man. He was only fifty-six years old, but his eyes were blurry. He actually could not tell when she 

was standing in front of him. 

“Mu Xue, did you contact that Dongfang Yingwu the last time I asked you? ” Xi Yuancheng looked at his 

daughter who was standing one step away from him Panting, he asked, “what did Dongfang Yingwu say? 

How is the Dongfang Corporation now? Is it going to close down under his control? ” 

Mu Ru never dreamed that Xi Yuancheng would be like this, still thinking of bringing down Dongfang 

Corporation. Most importantly, he was actually working with Dongfang Yingwu. 

Because she was not Xi Muxue, she could not answer Xi Yuancheng’s questions, so she stood there 

resolutely and looked at him coldly, as if she was looking at an outsider. 

She herself found it strange. Her mother, Lin Xinyue, had also abandoned her when she was young, but 

she had stayed by Lin Xinyue’s side when Lin Xinyue was seriously ill, taking care of her until Lin Xinyue 

died. 



She thought, perhaps this was because of a trace of kindness As her mother, even though Lin Xinyue had 

followed her husband’s orders and abandoned her, in the end, Lin Xinyue was not completely evil. She 

did not throw her into the river to die, but instead, she threw her into the servants’hands. 

Moreover, in her experience growing up, although Lin Xinyue did not give her as much maternal love as 

Xi Muxue, she still more or less missed having her. Every time Xi Muxue wore unwanted clothes or ate 

something that Xi muxue could not finish.. She would also secretly ask mother Wang to give it to her. 

It was six years ago when Xi Yuancheng asked her to replace Xi Muxue to marry the disfigured Dongfang 

Mo, that Lin xinyue revealed a trace of pity and guilt. It was in direct proportion to Xi Yuancheng’s 

disregard for her life. 

Lin xinyue still had a trace of maternal love for her. Even though that maternal love was extremely faint 

and subtle, compared to Xi Yuancheng’s absolute indifference, it made her feel much warmer. 

Therefore, when she saw Xi Yuancheng in such a dire situation, she did not show the slightest bit of 

sympathy. Her heart was as hard as a rock as she looked coldly at this so-called father. 

Chapter 650 the person he cared about the most 

 

Xi Yuancheng asked a lot of questions, but his daughter, who was standing a meter away from him, did 

not say a word He could not help but growl, “Mu Xue, what do you mean? Seeing that I’m sick, you want 

to throw me away, don’t you? Let me tell you, there’s no way, and Dongfang Yingwu… ” 

“I’m not Xi Muxue, ” Mu Ru finally interrupted Xi Yuancheng who was nagging non-stop, then she said 

very unhappily, “I’m afraid I’m going to disappoint you. You’ve recognized me as the Jinx Xi Muru since I 

was young. ” 

“What? ” Xi Yuancheng was obviously shocked, and then kept rubbing his eyes, Mu Ru looked and 

looked, finally, still not quite believe it said: “How can it be? ” Didn’t you say Mu Ru was dead Say that 

you are in one inch ink city is Mu Ru’s identity, Mu Xue, are you confused now I’m not an inch of ink city, 

I’m not Dongfang Mo, you don’t have to call yourself Xi Muru in front of me… . .” 

“I’m the Real Xi Muru, ” Mu ru interrupted Xi Yuancheng once again, and then said a little unhappily, “to 

be exact, I don’t like the surname Xi, so I usually tell people I’m mu Ru. ” 

“The real mu ru? ” Xi Yuancheng was stunned for a moment before he finally reacted Then, he asked in a 

trembling voice, “then… you didn’t die, did you? Mu Ru, where have you been all these years? Where’s 

Mu Xue? Why didn’t she come over? And why is her phone with you? ” 

Mu Ru originally didn’t want to pay any attention to Xi Yuancheng and just turned to leave, but she 

didn’t do it. When Xi Yuancheng finished asking, she said calmly, “six years ago, the Xi family collapsed, 

and you were beaten to death. Mu Xue disappeared too… ” 

Mu Ru briefly told Xi Yuancheng about her experiences over the years. Of course, she omitted the part 

where she learned how to paint and become an artist in Korea. 



Finally, she said calmly, “the day before yesterday, I was supposed to attend Dongfang Mo and that Fang 

Zining’s engagement ceremony. Oh, Mu Xue insisted on pretending to be me, so I swapped identities 

with her, and then… ” 

Xi Yuancheng was stunned after listening to Mu Ru’s story until mu ru stopped He then roared, “So, this 

time, Mu Xue suffered for you, didn’t she? Those kidnappers were originally meant for you and not Mu 

Xue, right? ” 

Mu Ru was silent. Wasn’t Xi Yuancheng just spouting nonsense Of course, Fang zining wanted to deal 

with her because that night when she knocked on Dongfang Mo’s door, she noticed the way Fang zining 

looked at her. 

Fang zining probably found out that Dongfang Mo came to the Plum Garden to look for her in the early 

morning two days ago, so Fang Zining was jealous of her. That was why Fang zining attacked Yan ru. 

Seeing that Mu ru did not say anything, Xi Yuancheng was even more certain of his guess He could not 

help but curse again, “Xi Muru, you jinx. You were born to bring disaster to people. In the past, you 

brought disaster to the Xi family, and now you’ve brought disaster to Mu Xue. She’s actually disfigured. 

How are you going to let her live in the future? ” She was so young and beautiful. Did she rely on that 

face to make a living If she became Xi Yuancheng, would Dongfang Yingwu still want her? … .. 

Mu Ru turned around and left when Xi Yuancheng was yelling. She originally wanted to leave some 

money for Xi Yuancheng or ask him what medicine he wanted to buy. 

However, never in her wildest dreams did she expect that Xi Yuancheng would not feel the slightest bit 

of joy that she was still alive when he saw her. Instead, he blamed her again for Xi Muxue’s 

disfigurement. 

 


